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News Brief'
RAs needed
RAs will be needed for
the 1998-99 academic
year. A reception will be
held on Feb. 5, for
prospective applicants.
Informational meetings
will be conducted within
the residential colleges
during the week of Feb.
16. Dates and times will
be announced in late January and early February.
For more information
contact a Residential
Director.

Adult Learning Cen·
ter offers assistance
The Murray State Adult
Learn ing
Center
is
accepting applications for
enrollment. The Adult
Learning Center offers
free classes and individual
t utoring for anyone age
16 or older who needs
assistance in preparing
for the GED, the high
school equivalency exam,
the ACT. or the Adult
Basic Learning Exam
tests. Assistance is also
offered to those who will
be taking tests for college, vocational and technical schools, career
advancement and reading
skills.
The Center is open on
Monday and Tuesday
from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
Wednesday to Friday
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Evening classes are also
available. Classes are
limited to 20 students
are offered on a firstcome, first-served basis.
To enroll or receive
additional information ,
call (502) 762-6971 or
stop by the Center at
Room 206 Stewart Stadium on the Murray State
University campus.

Expo Center to host
shows and seminars
Jeanette Storey will be
hosting the West Kentucky Boat, Tackle, and
Sports Card Show at
Murray State University's
West Kentucky Expo
Center from Jan. 16 to
Jan. 18.
The show will include
up to I00 motor craft
un its fr7om 23 major
exhibitors. All featured
units will be for sale,
including: boats, jet skis,
tackle, and other water
equipment. Seminars will
be held throughout the
weekend and will feature
Terry Bolton, and Jerry
Maupin.
The show opens Friday
from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday hours are I0
a.m. to 9 p.m., and Sunday hours are I0 a.m. to
6 p.m. Admission is $3
for anyone over age 12.
The Expo Center is
located on College Farm
Road in Murray. For
more information call
(502) 762-3125.

Briefs compiled by Lori
Burling, staff writer.
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Regents vote to raise fees
six percent rise in room costs.
Also included is a $10 increase
in the student activity fee
~th the increase earmarked
for compliance with Title IX
gender equity in athletics
guidelines. And finally a rise
in the parking fee from $20 to
BY DONALD LAWSON
$40. There will also be $30
STAFF W RITER
parking tag available for
parking at Stewart Stadium
The Murray State Board of only.
Regents
voted
on and
Lori Dial, assistant director
a pproved a number of student of Student Financial Aid, is
fee increases for the 1998-99 the staff representative servacademic year on Dec. 12. The ing on the Board of Regents.
increases wili affect a majori- Dial said the various increasty of student's fees.
es are due to a number of
Included was a Consumer financial demands. The funds
Price Index increase on course earned in the parking tag
fees and the board plan. There increase will go toward the
will be an increase in the tech- increase of parking spaces.
nology fee from $24 to $40., a The fee increases in housing

•Regents: The Board of
Regents voted at their
December meetingvoted to
increase student fees for
the 1998-1999 school
year.

r-.•~~llil

Todd
Earwood:
The Student
Government
Association presl·
dent voted no on
all the Increases.
citing a lack of
support from his
constituency

and food services are a result
of cost-of-living increases.
Course fees will also
increase for students next
year. Some students are not
clear on what these fees go
toward. Dial said that the fees
nre applied to costs of supplies
in such classes as chemistry,
agriculture, art, and Spanish .
Student Government Association President Todd Earwood had mixed feelings
about the vote. Ear wood

serves as a repr esentative on
the Board and voted "no" to all
of the increases. Although he
understood the need for
increases, being a student, he
did not feel the responsibility
should be placed solely on the
students.
"There wer e statist ics that
showed that students could
pay more," Ear wood said.
"But, being a student, I voted
no on all of the fees."
'Earwood said t hat he
respects the decision of t he
Board .
P revious talk on the fee
increases center ed around the
new Hope Scholarsh ip. The
Scholarship will give first and
second-year students a $1000
tax credit.
The scholarsh ip will not

Buy-out
forces
closing of
local store

Statue
less than
perfect

•Business: Local Piggly
Wiggly S tore closes after
being bought out by the
Food Giant Corporation ..

•Facilities: The statue of Murray State
founder Rainey T. Wells is starting to
show some wear, but Facilities Management Director Dewey l'eatts said it zs
not caused by any structural defect.

BY BRIAN HENSON
STAFF WRITER

Brothers. They laugh, they
cry, they fight, they make up.
In this case, one buys t he other
out.
Kenneth Storey, owner of the
Food Giant Corporation in
Sikeston, Missouri, has bought
out his brother, Charles, the
former owner of Piggly Wiggly
here in Murray after a merger
occurred between the two businessmen's grocery stores
As more new businesses
such as Burger King and Big
Lots locate to Murray, one
familiar business is leaving the
area. The Piggly Wiggly, located at 12th Street and Glendale
was bought out January 3rd.
The Piggly Wiggly store h as
been in operation in Murray
since September of 1987, after
buying out the former proprietor, Big John Superstores
Inc., which operated at the
12th and Glendale location for
over ten years.
Although the buy-out left a
la rge building vacant in a good
location on Murray's busiest
street, Food Giant has made no
offi cial plans to put another
business in the former Piggly
Wiggly location. However,
Food Giant has not ruled out
that possibility, according to
Food Giant Division Manager,
Jim Bishop.

help students that are currently in their third or fourth
year of school. Although some·
have said that the fee increases relate to the new scholarship, Earwood does not feel
that is the case.
"I don't think they based the
decision on the scholarship,"
Earwood said. "The factor was
that statistics showed Murray
had low fees compared to
other schools."
But this was not the sole
reason for the increases.
Parking was one of the
biggest issues tn the vote.
Since this is an issue with
high student interest, Earwood said he will be working
with President Alexander on a
time table for the addition of
new parking spact:!s.

BY

C.D.

BRADLEY

EDITOR-IN-CHI EF

Barry Johnson/Guest

Severe weather is taking its toll on t he commemorative statue of Wells.

The elements seem to have taken their toll
on the quadrangle's statue of Rainey T. Wells
less than three months after its dedication.
Members of the Murray State community
passing by the statue recently may have
noticed rather large areas where lhe outer
layer of the statue is chipping away, exposing
the layer beneath.
Dewey Yeatts, director of Facilities Management, said the chipping away of the outer
layer is neither unexpected nor anything
caused by a fault in the sculpture.
"That is actualiy a protective wax coating
the sculptor put on, an :initial protective coat,"
he said. "Wayne Harper is working with Ed
Breathitt, and he will tell us how to clean it
and recoat it. We are aware.. of it and it's no
defect in t he structure."
Harper , associate director of facilities management for building services nnd grounds
management, and Breathitt, the sculptor of
the statue, were both unavailable for comment.
Sid Easley, the chair of the Board of
Regents, was instrumental in getting lhe statue project going and completed but ~aid he was
not aware ofthe chipping. However, he said he
expected the upkeep costs to be "minimal."
The statue, commissioned in late 1995 or
early 1996. was unveiled in mid-October. It
cost approximately $72.000, and the f:,rranite
base cost an additional $6500. Private funds
were used, Easley said, and slightly more was
r aised than was required for the project.
Easley said that money "would certainly be
made available" for any required upkeep.

Faculty continue studying salary issues
•Faculty: The administration is
reexamining the budget after a
study presented by the Faculty
Senate committee showed University faculty receiving below-aver·
age salaries.
Bv jASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

Representatives of the Faculty Senate
committee, which was formed last
semester to study Murray State faculty
salaries, feel their request for higher
salaries has solicited a positive
response from Board of Regents.
The Faculty Senate committee presented its study on MSU faculty
salaries at the last Board of .R egents
meeting on Friday, Dec. 12. Committee
Chair Charles Maxwell is optimistic
about the reception of the study.
"I think that it (the study) was
received fairly well by most," Maxwell
said. "The Board of Regents members

'

tant that time be taken in order for the
received a copy of the survey and J think
committee to do do a thorough job. He
there is now a great awareness about
D~ AJexande~ Uhe
said the study's second parl should be
the issue."
Board of Regents and
ready by mid-March.
The Faculty Senate committee, con·
Den ton all know how
France also said Tom Denton, associsisting of eight professors, compiled the
study showing the low salaries MSU
ate
vice-president of Murray State, will
important this
be included in the evaluation of the
faculty earn compared to regional unidocument is. ' '
study's second part, along with Presiversities and benchmark universities or
NANCEY
FRANCE,
universities that are out of the region.
dent Alexander and the Board of
FACUL1T RroENT
Faculty Regent Nancey France said
Regents.
"Tom (Denton) has a working knowlshe has seen an effort toward an initial
planning process that she says will professors across the board at Murray edge of every last penny because he
hopefully result in the increase of MSU State only.
deals with accounting and finance so it
He said the second part will include a was decided that he should be included
faculty salaries.
"Dr. (Kern) Alexander has publicly study of benefits, a study of salaries by in the evaluation." France said. "This
acknowledged that he and the rest of rank and discipline, and a lso a study of study will be very thorough because of
the Board of Regents have received the gender equity.
the two parts, but it is important that it
"The committee is gathering data for be that way."
survey and will study it," France said. "1
France said she feels the issue will
think that it shows a very good-based the upcoming study on faculty salaries
effort. I believe in the next few months by rank and discipline, and gender equi- not be ignored.
ty because those areas will have the
that things will come together."
"Dr. Alexander, the Board of Regents
and Denton all know how important
Maxwell said that although things lengthiest study," Maxwell said.
Maxwell said the study will most like- this document is," France said. "The
are progressing with the study, there is
more work to be done. He said there will ly not be ready by the next Board of information in the second part of this
be a second part of the study which will Regents meeting which is scheduled for faculty salary study needs to be used in
investigate the comparison of salaries of Jan. 20. However, he said it is impor- the making of the budget."

''
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Book-buying intricate game
for students seeking deals
•Bookstore: Buying and
selling books has students
wondering where to find
the better deals for this
semester.
BY REKA AsHLEY
(ONTIU8UTING WIUT£R

Complaints about book prices
are a common occurrence when
a new semester begins. Stu·
dents ask how a used book can
be so expensive.
The prices that books are
bought and sold for are all part
of a somewhat complicated
process.
Jack Vaughn, director of the
University store, said students
would be surprised at the effort
the Store goes through to offer
the best possible deal.
"If a professor requests 90
copies of a book, it is up to the
Bookstore to find the best deal
for the student," he said. "The
Murray (State) bookstore could
call the publisher and request
90 brand new books be sent and
be done with it. Instead, the
MSU bookstore has five differ·
ent used·book wholesalers it
will call looking for used copies
of the book so students will not

Police Beat

Dec.5, 1997
10:15 a.m. Larry Dav1d Kendall was arrested and charged with fourth
degree assault with regard to an Incident in College Courts. Mr. Kendall
was lodged In the Calloway County Detent1on Center in lieu of $500 bond.
5:27 p.m. Winslow Cafeteria reported a window shot out. It appeared to
amount of returns we can be the result of a rock.
send," she said. "We can only 9:10 p.m. A citation was issued to Landee W. Bryant for runmng a stop
have 20 percent returns and sign at N.15th Street and Elizabeth Hall
anything over is a loss for us."
Book shortages can be avoid- Dec.6, 1997
ed through early enrollment.
3:39 p.m. A Fire alarm at Waterfield Ubrary was sounded on the ground
"It is to the student's advan- floor. Murray Fire Department responded.
tage to enroll in a class as soon 7:54 p.m. A citation was issued to Francene Gude for disregarding stop
as possible and get to the book- sign. She had no operator license and no vehicle registration.
store quickly," Bradley said. "If
students 'enroll late, we have Jan.10, 1998
difficulty ordering the correct 2:50 p.m. Auto acc1dent was reported in the Curris Center parking lot. No
number of books for that class Injuries were reported.
because our order is for the
num ber of students listed when Jan.11, 1998
the original registration is 12:17 a.m. Noise complaint was reported about the Lambda Chi Alpha
house.
held ."
Another service offered by
each bookstore is a pre-bagging Jan. 12, 1998
service. This means a student 4:40p.m. Complaint of skateboarders was reported in the Ordway Hall
can leave either store a copy of area.
his schedule and pick up all the Note: Sometime during the time period of December 17th thru 22nd . 1997.
books packed and ready to go at 14 saddles were stolen from the Heathcott Horse Bam and the MSU Horse
Barn. The report could not be finalized until the losses were confirmed.
a later date.
Although the bookstores seem Crime Stoppers of Murray have offered $500 In reward money f~r infor·
the best option, some universi· mation leading to the arrest and/or conviction of person(s) involved ln this
theft. The thefts are under investigation by the MSU Public Safety Depart·
ties have chosen to go a differ- ment.
ent route.
Minnesota State has chosen
J an. 13,1998
to exchange books over the
12:15p.m. Report of female passed out at Elizabeth Hall. An ambulance
Internet in student-to·student
was dispatched, but student was not transported and is in good condition.
exchanges. Such a system has
2:20p.m. Auto accident reported in Curris Center lot. No injuries were
been considered by Murray reported.
State, but no plans have been
9:34 p.m. Fire alarm set off in Clark Hall. There was no fire, just testing the
made for its implementation.
system.

be bo'u ght back.
have to pay for new books."
"If the spine of the book is
Vaughn said dealing with five
cracked
and the pages are worn
used bookstores is a service in
and
in
bad
shape we will give
itself because most schools only
less,"
Vaughn
said. "But, when
deal with one or two whole·
we
do
repair
it
and resell it as
salers.
"Students . can expect a 20 ' used,' there will be a discount
percent markup on the retail on the used price of the book."
The University Store a lso
price on most new books and a
considers
whet.hcr a new edi25 percent markup on used
tion
of
a
book is expected to
books," Vaughn said. "Part of
come
out
soon.
If there is a new
this profit goes toward shipping
edition
on
the
way,
the store is
and handling. Sometimes no
wary of buying back books
profit is made at all."
Another question that arises because professors may decide
among students is why some to go with the new edition
instead of the old one.
books cannot be bought back.
Bookstores also run into trou·
"The number one priority we
ble
when there is an overstock
look at when we consider buyor
shortage
of books. Both over·
ing back books is whether the
stocks
and
shortages occur
professor will use them again,"
when
there
is
a last-minute
Vaughn said. "If a professor will
not use them in the next couple change in class enrollment.
Vaughn said he uses on-site
semesters and there is not a
judgment
to determine if there
used book company willing to
is
an
overstock.
If the book is
buy them from us, there is no
new,
it
is
returned
to the pubvalue in buying them back.''
lisher
and
if
the
book
is used
If the book is being used dur·
the
store
tries
to
sell
the
books
ing the next semester students
can expect to get around 50 per- to the used-book companies.
Anita Bradley, owner of
cent of the money back that
they originally paid. One factor Bradley Book Company, said
that may affect the buy-back returns like these can mean big
price is the condition of the trouble for book companies.
book when a student takes it to
"We are limited on the

9:55p.m. Franklin Hall had a fire drill.
10:05 p.m. Springer Hall had a fire drill.

Student funds in agriculture increase
•Scholars hips: 1998 has
brought in more funds for
students who are in the
agricultural department.
B Y CHRISTINE HALL
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The scholars hip applications
for the 1998-99 academic year
have new opportunities for students who meet the criteria.

Four scholarships are avail·
able for students in the agricul·
tural department.
• Brannen Family Scholarship is for entering freshmen
who reside in Henry Co., Tenn.
a nd are m embers of Future
Farmers of America.
• Telmark Inc., Scholarship
is for entering freshman who
reside in t he J ackson Purchase
area.

J an.1 4, 1998
9:06 a.m. Fire alarm set off In Curris Center. Fire Department was dispatched. but no actual fire . Hydraulic fluid on elevator belts causing
smoke.

• A scholarship/grant is made available starting this
offered by U.S. Tobacco for all month, for first and second
classifications of students who year students who, if eligible,
payments
are involved in dark tobacco can make cash
production.
against their tuition up to a
"The company will look at certain amount of money and
grades and majors, but they that, in turn, can be used as a
would prefer students in the tax credit.
agricultural department," CarStudents seeking applicamen Garland, director of Uni· tions for these scholarships
versiey Scholarships, IUud.
"!ihould conttlet the seholarsliip
The Hope Scholarship was office for more information.

Restaurant

rpc;clfr

Information tor Police Beat gathered and compilea by Christine Hall. ttss!Stant news editor. from materials available to the Public Safety offiCe.
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You've had burgers and fries. You may have
even tried putting fries on your burgers. But, no
matter how you try them, they're still just burgers
and fries. So give up and try something different.
Something like Arby's lean and tender Roast Beef
piled high on a toasted sesame seed bun. With an
order of Arby's original crispy Curly Fries on the
side. Now that's different!
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College Vieu.:s

University imposes higher fees next year

Q •W hat was your best

At the December Board of
Regents meeting something
happened which affects present and future students of
Murray State. Almost every
student fee was raised with
nearly unanimous votes.
This University has enjoyed
tuition increases in recent
years when statewide tuition
has been stagnant or even
declining. One of the major
reasons students choose Mur·
ray State is because it pro·
vides a good education for a
low price. We·have been recognized as one of the best va1·
ues in the South. We are at
risk of losing that distinction
in light of these increases.
On top of the fee increases,

New Year's resolution?
Name: Stacy
Rowe
Major:
Broadcasting
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Louisville
"I decided t o
exercise more, but I haven't
done it as much as I planned.'"

Our\/feu'
Issue:
Fee increases take
effect next fall.

Position:
Murray State will jeopardize
bargain appeal if costs continue to rise.
the state powers-that-be have
decided on another big tuition
increase. When one reflects on
this amid headlines of the
nation's lowest inflation in
over 30 years, it is enough to
cause a rational person to
think twice about the wisdom

of the increases.
The bill for higher education
is increasingly being placed at
the feet of students. Legislators get to look good by cutting
the budget but there are more
important considerations at
stake. An educated work force
benefits the entire state in
multiple ways. It seems that
in Kentucky education should
be a budget priority. Soon,
lower income students will be
shut out of a college education
completely.
Which brings us to the Hope
Scholarship Program. A pet
project of Bill Clinton's, it provides a $1,000 tax credit per
year for tuition and fees for
the flrBt two years of postsec-

ondary education. It was used
by proponents of the increases
aa a rationale: "Since there is
a big tax credit, college is
going to be cheaper anyway,
so what's the big deal with a
few fee increases?" .
The logic here fails in two
places. First, low income citi·
zens receive no substantial
benefit. If you don't make
enough to pay $1,000 in federal taxes, you don't get the full
benefit of the credit. Secondly,
if you actually apply youraelf
and make it to your third
year, the tax credit no longer
applies. It does no good for the
majority of students who will
be paying the increases next
August.

Name: Kwang
Hee Hwang
Major: Public
Relations
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Seoul, Korea
"To study more
and overcome problems being
an International student.''

Name: Christine
Reiss
Major: Printing
Management
Year: junior
Hometown:
Perryville, Missouri
"To exercise
more because my sister's wedding is this summer."

My
View
D ENISE
HIGGINS

Promises
benefit
students
I am going to quit drinking
this year. I am going to workout more this year. I am going
to start eating healthier this
year. I will finally lose the
"freshman 15" this year.
These are the standard resoThe University baa tried in·recent his- lutions made every year by mil·
Murray State claims to be committed
tory to spread their winp OY8I' their cov- lioJll r,t ,.p~a uoud ~
to better the service offered to the people
in their 18~unty service ar~
~8J'ea.
world. Now that another year
Wanting to better serve the 250,000 Issue:
Murray fought with the University of has·started, another chance to
people in the Hopkinsville/Fort Camp- A proposal offering four-year
Kentucky and Paducah Community Col- make resolutions rolls around.
bell area of their boasted coverage, the
lege over the Crisp Center located in
I always wonder why people
degrees at Hopkinsville through
University wants to offer four-year
Paducah. On June 18, 1996,. an agree· promise themselves every year
Murray State has been made.
ment ended the three-year squabble to improve themselves. Why do
degrees right there in their back yard.
between the two secondary education they make these promises
The proposal offering numerous
which are hardly ever kept?
facilities.
degrees in Hopkinsville would allow the Position:
Don't get me wrong. I am
University a chance to obtain their goal.
The resolving factor waa based on
By
fulfilling
its
plans
to
better
guilty
also. In years past, I did
allowing Murray State to purchase the
But what price will Murray State pay
the
same
thing. I made a long
Crisp Center and begin teaching claaaes
serve, the University might be
to do so?
list
of
things
I wanted to
Although that $5 million dollars will biting off more than it can chew. both in the traditional format and with
change
about
myself
and I
the use of technology with Intemet and
be provided by the Council on Higher
started
each
year
aa
a
new
perEducation, the other $1.65 million dol- could have a significant effect on the satellite clasaea.
son. But these promisea only
lars must be raised locally.
number of applicants to this campus
The theory behind the better coverage
lasted about a week. So if this
of the University's service area is indeed
The eyes of concern are once again from HCC.
is the trend worldwide, why do
Furthermore, although Murray State a good one. But with the success of the people continue to do these ritturned on the issue of money. Every year
a number of Hopkinsville Community baa in recent years seen an increase in roughly comparable Crisp Center uals?
College graduates come to Murray State the enrollment numbers, what insur- attempt still uncertain, is Murray State
I have two theories. The first
as a continuance of their college educa- ance can the University offer that the actually prepared to invest in such a one consists of maintaining
large financial project aa this?
tion. This proposed extended campus enrollment rates will indeed stay high?
tradition. People year after
year celebrate the coming of a
new year by throwing confetti
and
making resolutions. "It's
ll iezu..'>·
been this way for a long time,
so why change it?"' is the mind
Some
consider when human rights were ance of slave and free states plea compare favorably with set of people.
granted or denied by the pow- in the Senate. When will we peers raised in unbroken,
ruling erful based on criteria of their admit that this act of judicial "straight" households. Reality
My second theory is that
abortion
with
the coming of a new year,
choice and gave us a nation tyranny, devoid of truth, jus- shows that the number of
debatable
realize they are getting
people
based on might makes right, tice, knowledge, reason and children looking for adoptive
To the Editor:
older.
To
counter the effects of
the philosophy of all oppres· principle, cannot stand, just parents is significantly highaging,
they
want to make
In 1973, Justice Harry sion. The mindless resistance as the house divided against er than the number of adults themselves healthier ao that
Blackman wrote in Roe vs. to banning partial-birth abor- itself over slavery could not wanting to adopt.
they can live long and prosper.
Adoption officials have to
Wade: "We need not resolve tion, a barbaric and medically stand?
And so make the resoluGreat!
Real Americans will never deal with reality. Their
the difficult questions of unnecessary abortion ritual,
and
keep them. Just saytions
when life begins. ~en those highlights this fanatical devo- accept Roe vs. Wade. We options, when considering the ing the promise will get you
best interest of each child,
trained in the respective dis- tion to power and control want our country back.
nowhere. Act on it.
should not be limited by
ciplines of medicine, philoso- instead of truth and justice.
If you promise yourself someAbortion rights advocates Alfred Lemmo
delusions. America consists of
phy and theology are unable
thing,
why is it any more effeca diverse society in which
to arrive at any consensus, claim we have a conflict Dearborn, Michigan
tive
at
the beginning of the
many children are not desthe judiciary, at this point in between core values of life Courts
unfairly
year
aa
opposed to any other
tined to be part of the Ozzie
the development of man's and choice, but it is really a
day?
Why
not make promises
knowledge, is not in a posi- conflict between the philoso- rule in gay family and Harriet Nelson family.
on
your
birthday?
tion to speculate as to the phy that protects our free· adoption cases
You don't choose your relaWhen something hits me, I
doms and the philosophy that
answer."
tives,
but you can choose to just do it. I found that this
To
the
Editor:
With the ludicrous asser- destroys freedom. It is a conmake a real family out of the method is much more effective.
tion that a question of biolo- flict between a world view
ones you have. The proof of Why put it off? If I make the
It is not surprising that family values lies in how famgy, the science of life, was that sees us as spiritual
anti-gay
activists are now ilies treat their own. I wonder decision to change something, I
beings
made
in
the
image
and
even partly a matter of phi·
start right then. I know that
losophy or theology, the Court likeness of God, who alone criticizing gay people who how many families this past
waiting will do me no good.
side-stepped the question and endows us with inalienable adopt children. Their self- holiday season welcomed
Procrastination, of which I am
proceeded, in spite of its rights, and a meat manager styled crusades and careers their gay members home.
usually a huge fan, is not the
admitted (though feigned) mentality that sees us as cat· are based upon advocating
Unfortunately,
we
live
in
a
key
to success in this situation.
ignorance, as though prenatal tle. It is a conflict between the perpetuation of the cur- society that often seems to Every day· I put something off
lives did not exist. By this key people whose consciences still rent system of "special rights prefer prejudice to knowlis one day wasted. The same
lie among many. the Court function and people who have for heterosexuals."
edge. If people would lose goes for you too, right?
The judge ruling on the
evaded acknowledging that aborted theirs.
some of their hostility toward
So make a promise and stick
Hawaii
gay marriage decision
Every
Supreme
Court
what they were really strik·
gays and lesbians, these fam- to it. The payoffs are worih it.
ing down was the philosophi- vacancy causes a panic over cited the mountain of clear ilies would do just fine.
cal premise of our nation-. keeping a majority that will evidence that lesbians and
Denise Higgins is the View·
- that human rights are support Roe vs. Wade, a gay men make good parents.
William
C.
Stosine
point
Editor for The Murray
intrinsic with human lives. pathetic spectacle that recalls Evidence shows that kids
State
News
..
Iowa
City,
Iowa
They turned back the clock to the effort to maintain a hal· raised by committed gay cou-
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Fina.lly, there is the matter
of the votes. Student Regent·
Todd Earwood voted "no" on
all proposals, but he was
joined on only one by the Faculty and Staff Regents, and
only because the fee (parking)
applied to them aa well. None
of the other Regents seemed
to see past the dollar signs of
all this new money rolling in
to actually consider how the
consumers would react. It will
be interesting to see how Earwood will react when the
other Regents come to him for
support on a proposal which
affects their constituency.
Hopefully, he will remember
their less-than- helpful stance
when the roles were reversed.
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Freshman reflects
on first semester
December is usually the time for presents, celebration and religion for millions of people around the world. To college freshmen, the coming of December
means the most dreaded event of a college student's life, the first-ever college
semester finals.
Like the other 1,500 plus new students here at Murray State University, I
was looking with dread to the coming of
December. Although I had taken finals
before in high school, I knew it would be
nothing like college finals.
Going into the last month of class, I
had one A and three B's on my report
card. That was good enough for a 3.2
GPA here at MSU. I needed a 3.2 GPA to
keep my University Scholarship. That
meant I had no room for any slip-ups.
The pressure of the classes, as well as
the unnecessary pressure I put on
myself, was starting to get to me. I was
getting irritable and impatient. I was
fed up with school and wondering if I
could withstand the heat. It seemed I
was always running behind in my classes, with no hope 'of ever catching up. I
was on the verge of the ultimate brain
crash, the dreaded nervous breakdown.
The first week of December consisted
of trying to catch up on my computer science assignments (that I had left undone
over Thanksgiving Break) and trying to
figure out a way to ace my final English
101 assignment. The computer science
assignments did not bother me too much
because I knew I could get enough help
in my computer lab classes to get the job
done. My biggest concern was the English assignment.
I had received one C, two B's and one
A on my four previous papers. I now had
to choose two of these papers to revise
for 50-60% of my final grade. Yikes! I
worried and fought over what to do with
the two papers 1 had chosen. I tried to
read my professor's writing on my old
papers. I went to him to translate exactly what he meant on the comments that
were written on my papers. 1 started on
Friday, with the papers due Monday. I
also had my old high school's Homecoming that same weekend. Needless to say,
my weekend was booked.
I struggled all weekend at home on
this paper and even had to go to White
College at 10 p.m. on Sunday to finish it
on one of their computers. Two hours
, later, I got to use one of White's computers, fmally finishing the paper at 2 a.m.
on Monday. With that assignment
behind me, l still had three other classes to worry about.
I was starting to understand what
some of my older friends had told me
about finals and why Christmas break
for colleges was so much longer than it is
for high schools. 1 did not believe what
they had to say at that time. Boy, was I
ever wrong. With computer science done
with an A, and the mass media final for
Doc. McGaughey the next week, I now
had the deadly calculus final to look forward to on Friday.
The next task at hand was to find a
quiet place to pull the unavoidable "all nighter"' needed to get prepared for my

In My

Opinion
jASON
BILLINGSLEY

hardest final. Two organizations on
campus offered a safe haven for students
to study. SGA sponsored the Exam
Cram at Domino's in the Curris Center
with 24-hour service. The Residential
College Association offered the Study
Tables at Winslow from 8 p.m. to midnight on the nights of finals.
Being an RCA Representative for
Regents College, I had to work the Study
Tables at Winslow for one night. There
was a pleasant, quiet atmosphere the
night I worked. I was surprised that so
few people showed up. I was upset, however, with the atmosphere at Domino's.
The first night went by well, but the
second night was a disaster. A group of
people came in and ruined my whole
night. They did not order anything and
proceeded to pick up the microphone
that was plugged in near the entrance to
the old Stables restaurant. These people
yelled and screeched on the microphone,
making the worst noise I have ever
heard on a microphone. I could not even
hear the music on my portable CD player. I was so frustrated that i retreated to
the second floor lounge of Regents.
My finals experience ended on the
Tuesday of finals week. I went home terrified of what my grades would be. . I
tried to put it in the back of my mind,
but it loomed over me like a powerful
storm cloud. I was so nerVous about my
grades that one night before -the grades
came I fell out of my bed. One day during the week of Christmas, the small,
yet ever important slip of paper came in
the mail. With incredible feelings of
dread and anticipation, I opened the
card. To my utter surprise, 1 had pulled
out a 3.7, with my only Bin Calculus.
My outlook on Christmas Break and
next semester suddenly got a whole lot
better.
I hope that anyone who reads this can
understand the new experience that college finals bring to a freshman. With
grades, tests,• room changes and everything else that comes with the end of the
fall semester, it's good to know there is
hope for everyone. If any high school
senior or junior college-bound student
reads this article, I wish him or her the
best of luck when they experience the
thrills and dangers of finals week. Do
not laugh at the horror stories your
friends have told you. They are probably
true. To all the other freshmen at MSU,
I am glad to still be here with you this
semester and wish you the best of luck.
Remember, it only gets better, right?
Jason Billingsly is a staff writer for The
Murray State News.

People take pride
in different qualities
The highly educated have less
People like to understand themsex. Children who are breast fed are
In My
selves and other people. We try
more intelligent than others. People
every day to give some sort of ratioOpinion
with gapped teeth make better
nale to the way w,e act and the way
lovers.
others respond. Although individu-,
It's all true. The first two I discovalism is a popular thing these days,
jENNIFER
ered on the news. The latter I read
everyone wants to relate to someSACHARNOSKI
about in Chaucer's "Canterbury
one. When we see failures in ourTales." Maybe the Wife of Bath did
selves it is usually because we don't
not have the University of Chicago
rate ourselves as highly as we do
to defend her statement; but I am
others. We put ourselves down by
sure it could have been justified an incredible rationalization to remaining under the impression
through some form of study, maybe .think that women prefer it in the that everyone else i.s doing somedark because, well, you know, we thing we aren't, or can't. It is very
a research team.
just fine anyway.
see
Although we arc a nation and a
comforting to realize that we are not
While
taking a history class, my alone, and even better when we disworld that condemns stereotypes
and speaks out against generalizing professor suggested that the reason cover that some people are experiabout sex, race, religion or any many men refuse to ask for direc- encing the same failures and disapother identifying feature, we love to tions is because their original pointments.
read about the ways we are differ- nomadic instinct to lead the pack
Why do you think "The Today
ent. People are obsessed with statis- overwhelms them and they feel the Show" did a week-long segment on
tics and facts about, traits, disor- need to discover the destination on men's life after 40?
ders, behaviors and habits. We love their own. The funny thing about
For the same reason that "The
to know why we act in the manner this generalization is that not only View" a show hosted by five women,
in which we do. We like to have jus- do we believe that it makes a tiny is so popular - people can relate and
tification for our flaws and recogni- bit of sense, we excuse men for dri- feel good about themselves.
ving us around the same circle eight
tion for our strengths.
Not only do people take comfort in
times
because that is just the way
I read somewhere that women
not
being abnormal, we pride ourprefer to have sex in the dark. The they are. The even greater justificain our individuality. It
selves
reason could easily be that we, gen- tion is the generalization that every
sounds like quite the irony, but that
erally, are not comfortable enough man refuses help.
is the nature of the beast.
with our bodies to leave the miniBefore you think that I deem all
blinds open at noon or leave the men barbaric and I refuse to have
lights on at dusk. However, the arti- sex with a night light on, let . me
cle gives women a scapegoat-- point out that I was breast fed and Jennifer Sacharnoski is the News
Editor for The Murray State News.
women have better night vision. It's there is a point.

Paradise gives student new perspective on life
Everyone yearns for something better in life. We want to
be richer, thinner and blonder.
We want a good job, a nice family, a cocker spaniel and a summer home in Hawaii. Me too.
I just spent two weeks basking in the Hawaiian sun - snorkeling, training dolphins and
relaxing before my downward
spiral into senior-year Hell
with my last semester of classes. I visited my aunt, a professor of music at the University
of Hawaii at Manoa, which is
located on the island of Oahu,
near' downtown Honolulu.
It's hard to think that two
weeks can change a person, but
that's what happened to me in
the course of a very short time.
Perhaps it was the fact that I
was on my own and had a
chance to think about many
aspects of my life and future.
Perhaps it was the fact that 1

In My
Opinion
MANDY
WOLF

woke up with a clear head
every morning and walked on
the beach as the sun rose. Or
perhaps it was just the realization that things and some people in my life wbich once were
so very important suddenly
seemed very insignificant. I
came back to the mainland
with a bright and hopeful
prospect for the future. I came
back ready to move on with my
life.
Most people think of Hawaii
as paradise; it is and there's so

much more to it than the
tourist attractions. Rather
than doing the typical tourist
stuff as I had the previous time
I'd visited Oahu, I sought out
more local activities. I trained
dolphins at Sea Life Park, I
swam in the place where "Magnum, P.I." was filmed and I ate
chocolate-covered macadamia
nuts until I got sick. It was
great.
But mainly, 1 realized that
the things that seemed so life threatening, so desperately
here-and-now are really very
insignificant in the scheme of
life. They're only important
because they affect us right
now, at this moment. We get
over it and move on. Okay, so I
got a lower grade in Spanish
than I thought I'd get - so
what? Life will go on. So my
roommates can't keep the forks
and knives turned up in the

dishwasher. 111 survive.
Survival is the only way we
get through college and essentially, through life. We get by
with what we've got and live
from semester to semester,
seeking salvation in Christmas,
Spring Break and summer.
My advice to those who are
going through the boot camp
we call Murray State is to take
what punches are thrown at
you and learn from them. You
can avoid them later in life.
Learn how to roll with the
punches.'
We are required to take classes that otherwise seem very
useless. "I'm an English major,
why do I need to take geoscience?" We take these classes
because somebody somewhere
realized an English major
might need to write about
rocks.
Sometimes we don't realize

that there are rules to this
game that are here to teach us
how to become better people.
The punches are thrown and
we're sent to boot camp to see if
we've got what it takes to survive. And we do.
We are required to take certain courses because MSU has
very wise faculty members who
have been where we are right
now. They've rolled with the
punches and are now teaching
us to do the same. All we have
to do is learn.
We learn as we go and we
learn as we grow. We must
learn from our successes and
repeat them; we must learn
from our mistakes and avoid
them later.
What we cannot do, and this
is something even I've had to
learn the hard way, is take ourselves and our problems too
seriously. We'll survive. We'll

'

go on to be richer in our lives,
thinner if we try and blonder,
well, with the help of a little
Clairol. We'll try to have a good
job. We'll build a nice family
with a cocker spaniel. And if
we're all very lucky, we just
might have a summer home in
Hawaii. But hey, don't worry
about it too much if one thing
goes wrong. Learn, move on
and get over it.
Nobody said life was going to
be easy or easy to take. Learning is painful, as painful as the
punches seem.
As one very wise law teacher
I have said, "Life's a bitch , then
rou die and other people get
your s tuff."
That pretty much says it all.
Mandy Wolf is Design Consultant for The Murray State
News.
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St. Jude's Ranch for Children is asking for donations of used greeting card
fronts. All-occasion greeting card fronts that do not
have writing on the backs.
The cards are cut by the
children and glued to
preprinted card back. The
Born Again Cards are sold
to raise money for the
Ranch. Cards can be sent
to St. Jude's Ranch for
Children, I00 St. jude St.,
Boulder City, NV 890051618. Call 1-800-492-3562
for more information.

Poetry contest offers
cash prizes
· Sparrowgrass
Poetry
Forum is offering a grand
prize of $500 in the New
Awards of Poetic Excellence Poetry Contest.
Thirty-four cash awards
are also being offered.
Poets may enter one
poem, 20 lines or fewer,
on any subject, any style.
The contest closes March
3 'I, 1998. Poems should be
mailed to Sparrowgrass
Poetry Forum, Dept. C,
609 Main St., P.O. Box 193,
Sistersville, WV 26175 or
posted on the web at
http://www.tinplace.com/
sparrow.

by Sarah Wight
College Life Editor

Photos and information

courtesy of Colombia TriStar and
Warner Bros. 'Pictures.

Denzel Washington plays homicide detective John Hobbs with John Goodman as his partner, Jonesy, in the supernatural thriller
"Fallen" from Turner Pictures opening at the Cheri Theater today. They have apprehended a serial killer, been present at his trial
and execution. Now, there's a new series of slayings committed In the late killer's same style. When the Investigation uncovers circumstantial evidence implicating Hobbes in the killings, he comes face to face with limitless evil.
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Counselors needed
The Kentucky Sheriffs'
Boys and Girls Ranch is
looking for individuals to
be counselors in the summer of 1998.
The camp, which is
located in Gilbertsville, is a
non-profit summer youth
camp for needy children of
Kentucky ages 8 to II.
The camp is looking for
young people interested in
nature activities, sports
and recreation, arts and
crafts, games and skits,
music, swimming or lifeguarding.
The camp runs for nine
weeks and has one week
of pre-camp training. The
pay is $150 a week and
room and board is included.
Write for an application
at The Kentucky Sheriffs'
Boys and Girls Ranch, PO
Box 57, Gilbertsville. KY
42044, or call (502) 3628660 or (502) 454-3325.

Compiled by Brandi Williams,
Assistant College U(e Editor.
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With
December's
long-awaited
release of the
blockbuster
•
. movie
"Titanic;" many
•
mov1es
scheduled to be
released this
winter have
been
overlooked.
Here's a few
•
upcom.,ng
movies worthy
of a trip to the
flicks.

New website for
consumers
The U.S. Consumer
Gateway is a new website
available to make the
search for consumer information easier to access.
The site, at www.consumer.gov, is divided into
I 0 categories
which
include Food, Health, Your
Money, Product Safety and
Transportation. It also features Scam Alert! which
informs viewers of current
law enforcement tips and
and how to recognize
frauds in the marketplace.

The Murray State News

Robert Downey, Jr., and Tommy Lee Jones star In Wamer Brothers' "U.S. Marshals," a spinoff of "The Fugitive.'' A federal cop
Oones) and a young agent (Downey) are teamed up to unc~ver
the identity of a ruthless assassin (Wesley Snipes). However, the
assassin, a secret government operative who's running from
pollee while trying to discover who Implicated him in the murders of two diplomatic security agents, vows never to be caught.

Above: Geoffrey Rush stars as Javert and Liam Neeson stars as
Jean Valjean in Victor Hugo's, ~·Les Miserables" from Columbia
Pictures/Mandalay Entertainment. Valjean's unjust prison sentence condemns him to a life on the run. After the death of the
woman he loves, Valjean raises her daughter Cosette, while
hunted by police. Valjean's escape from the Jaw finally ends when
he sacrifices his freedom to save the man Cosette has fallen In
love with. "Les Mlserables" is scheduled to be released Feb. 27.

Dustin Hoffman, Samuel L. Jackson, Peter Coyote, Sharon Stone and Liev Schreiber star In Warn·
er Brothers' science-fiction thriller "Sphere." A team of specialists has been summoned to the
Pacific Ocean to explore an alien craft submerged for almost 300 years. Working from a habitat
near the craft and cut-off from surface contact, the crew's subconscious terrors become real as
each person's worst fears are manifested. With time and oxygen running out, the team members
begin to turn on each other In a frantic search for who or what is controlling this terror.

Below: Pollee detective Frank Connor (Andy Garcia) flnds a
compatible bone marrow donor for his son in Peter McCabe
(Michael Keaton), a multiple murderer, in the TriStar Pic·
tures/Mandalay Entertainment drama "Desperate Measures.''
McCabe agrees to the transplant but then seizes the opportunl·
ty to escape. When d\e hospital turns Into a battlefield, Connor
must pursue, and protect the deadly fugitive who is his son's only
hope for survival. The movie will be released Jan. 30.

The Spice Girls: Melanie Brown, Melanie Chisholm, Geri Halliwell, Emma Bunton and Victoria Adams take center stage in the
Columbia Pictures Presentation of "Spice World." The band
members will play themselves in their feature film debut, scheduled to be released next week.

~~--------------------~--~-~-~~----------~------~----~------------------------~----------_.~-~---~----~-----·---------~-~-~~-~--~.-~~~~-MGm~~~-~···~-~w..-.-..-r
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'Jackie Brown' meets standards

WeekAheacl
Friday, Jan. 16

Jackie Brown

Movie l?ev teu;

Starring Pamela Grier and
Samuel Jackson
Directed by Quentin
Tarantino
"Jackie Brown" lives up to
any expectations that a
Quentin Tarantino fan could
have from one of his previously
released movies. H people go
expecting to see the non-stop
thrill of "Reservoir Dogs" or the
mega hit and cult-classic "Pulp
Fiction," they may be disappointed. "Jackie Brown" is
more like a "I need to watch the
movie so I know what the hell
is going on" kind of movie.
The movie is about Jackie
Brown (Pamela Grier), a mid-

Brendan Huff
die-aged stewardess who is
working for a fly-by-night airline. She is arrested by an ATF
agent (Michael Keaton) for carrying drugs into the U.S. Grier
is offered a plea bargain if she
sets up whoever was supplying
the money. This begins a web of
deception by Grier so that she
can escape being sent to jail,
but also to prevent getting
killed by Samuel L. Jackson
who plays a drug and arms
dealer.
The web of deception that is
weaved by Grier has to be one
of the best that has been put on
the big screen.

By the end of the movie, the
viewer is able to understand
• everything that is going on and
how former "Foxy Brown" star
Pamela Grier, 1970s super-hit
sensation, is still able to pull a
fast one over the cops, the crim·
inals, t.he men and even the
other women.
In traditional Tarantino
fashion, the movie is full of
flashbacks and foreshadowing
and great cinematography.
It is quite obvious that
Tarantino put a lot of work into
this movie. In fact, he spent
over two years adapting the
"Jackie Brown" screenplay
from Elmore Leonard's novel
"Rum
Punch." Tarantino
adjusted the script to cast his
1970s film idol Pamela Grier as

the lead character.
Grier could not ask for a better supporting cast than who
Tarantino supplied her with,
including Bridget Fonda, Chris
Tucker,
Michael Keaton,
Robert Deniro and Samuel L.
Jackson. Grier has waited
almost 20 years to become a
film icon and has definitely had
it coming.
I would definitely recommend this movie to anyone who
likes Tarantino films. The
movie is slow in a couple parts,
but wil1 still hold your attention. Also, ''Jackie Brown" is
supported by a good soundtrack.
It was definitely worth the
four-year wait since Tarantino's last film, "Pulp Fiction."

•Registration Deadlines/Racer-Touch - Last day to enroll in any
regular full-semester course. Class must be attended on this date if
class meets. Last day to drop any full-semester course with no
grade. Last day to change any full-semester course from AUDIT to .
CREDIT.
•Book return - Last day for full textbook refunds with receipt at University Store.
•Loan Check Pickup • Student Loan checks can be picked up from
8:30 to 4 p.m. in Sparks Hall,· Bursar's Office, room 220.
•Movie - Cinema International will be showing "The Crow" in the
Curris Center Theater at 7:30p.m. Admission is free.

Saturday, Jan. 17
.Concert - WKMS-FM 91.3 presents "Front Porch Concert: A night
of Bluegrass," 7 p.m., Racer Arena.
•Movie - Cinema International will be showing "The Crow" in the
Currls Center Theater at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Sunday, Jan. 18
•Interdenominational Sunday School- Hart College lobby, 9:45
a.m.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship campus house, 7 p.m.

Monday, Jan. 19

1'111

Ill

llt)JlJ)I&I\1~1~1~

.Classes dismissed and administrative offices closed.
•All Campus Bible Study- BSU, 6 p.m.
•Bible Study- sponsored by Chi Alpha, Hart College lobby, 9 p.m .

By Gabe Martin

........_---- ----~---

-
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Tuesday,Jan.20
•On-Campus Interviews - sponsored by Career Services in the
Curris Center.
•Meeting - MSU Academic Team will meet at '4 p.m. in the Curris
Center Ohio Room. Open to the public.
VVednesda~Jan.21

•Bible Study - sponsored by Chi Alpha, Curris Center Theater, 7
p.m. Contemporary worship service follows at 8:15p.m.
•Worship • Murray Christian Fellowship campus house, 7 p.m.
•BSU Buffet- $1, BSU, 12:20 p.m.
•Free Dinner- Newman House, 5 p.m.

Thursday, Jan. 22

"Management finally figured out wa weren't
doing anything with our legs.•

-campus Lights • "Bye Bye Birdie" in Lovett Auditorium, 8 p.m.
•Lecture - "Gay Rights: Equal Rights, Not Special Rights" by Bill
Rubenstein, 7:30p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
•Fern Terrace Outreach - sponsored by Murray Christian Fellowship, 3:30p.m.
•Meeting- Racer Martial Arts Club, Martial Arts America, 7:30p.m.
•TNT- Creative Worship, BSU, 6 p.m.
•Meeting - Student Law Association meeting, Curris Center Ohio
Room, 3:30 p.m.

"Those meterologists knov as much about
veather as I know about calculus"
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Univer sity offers ·Rubenstein speaks on gay issues
,
child care benefits
BY ANDREA BERRY

COfiiTRIBUTINC WRIT£R

BY )AkE BURGESS
ASSOCtATE fOITOI

For some faculty, staff and students child care is a serious
issue. Problems range from finding a way to get the children·
to day care to arranging a time after class to pick them up.
Often, the most difficult part of child care i8 paying for it.
President Bill Clinton has proposed $21.7 billion in subaidies and tax breaks for parents who have a hard time paying
for child care.
Clinton said that a family of four making under $35.000 will
not pay for high child care bills any longer.
The proposal woUld also give tax credit to bu'siDesles that
provide child care to their employees.
The University offers a way for employees to pay for: ehild
care without paying for taxes. Universit-Y employ"s have a
Dependent Care Account where they get cart get reilnbursed
by the University and not pay taxes on 'it:.
Andrew Baker, associate professor for the dep.art.Dient of
agriculture, said the Dependent Care Account from the University helps him afford to take his son to day care tfrice a
week.
~e try to refrain from day care," Baker said. tcparenta, arestill the true supreme authority."
Clinton said that this proppsal is not a way for the govern·
ment to raise parents• children, but for p&reJlta to raise their
children and still participate in the workplace.

One of the nation's leading
experts on legal issues affecting lesbians, gay men and people with HIV will be speaking
on Murray Stato's campus next
week.
Bill Rubenstein, professor at
Stanford Law School, will conduct the lecture Thursday, Jan.

22 in the Curris Center Small
Ballroom at 7:30 p.m .. Rubenstein has served as a staff
attorney for the American Civil
Liberties Union's National Lesbian and Gay Rights and AIDS
Projects. Rubenstein will present "Gay Rights-Equal
Rights, not Special Rights."
"This is an issue that directly
affects the world," said Tavares
Jones, lectures chair for the

Student Senate Board. "A
small campus like Murray
State needs to be opened up to
and gain a better understanding of the issues gay people are
forced to face on a daily basis.
Rubenstein is considered an
expert across the nation on
these issues."
Jones said he expects students
and others to enjoy the lecture.
"Students who attend will

gain awareness of differences
in sexual orientation as well as
laws revolving around gay
rights and gay marriage," He
said. "We are expecting a large
crowd."
The lecture is free to students, faculty, staff and the
general public. Rubenstein's
lecture is sponsored by the University by the Student Government Association.

Academic team recruits members
BY SARAH W IGHT
COUEGE LIFE EDITOR

The Murray State academic team is out
to prove that athletics are not the only
games worth competing in.
Members of the academic team compete
against other Kentucky colleges and universities in a series of tournaments. The
tournament season runs during the entire
academic year.
This semester, the team will compete in
five or six tournaments. The first to be held
Feb. 7 in Elizabethtown.
To prepare for the tournaments, the
team meets weekly and practices for an
hour. They attempt to simulate competi-

tion by asking questions that are similar to
the toss-up questions they must try to
answer during a game.
This season's record is 11- 1 for Division
II. and 2-12 for Division I.
"Our Division I team is doing extremely
well. said Team Captain Keisa Bennett.
"Division 11 is not doing as well, but we
hope to get some new members this semester."
Bennett explained that the difference
between the performances of the Division I
and II teams is the result of a shortage of
juniors and seniors on the team.
Division 11 is only for freshmen and
sophomores. Division I is primarily for
juniors and seniors.

"Having so many sophomores on our
Division I team is rough to compete with."
said Bennett.
In an effort to recruit new members, the
team is encouraging anyone who might be
interested in joining to attend a meeting in
the Curris Center Ohio Room on Tuesday
at 4 p.m.
The team is open to all majors. There is
no GPA requirement.
"It's an opportunity to compete in a
friendly way academically. Not everyone is
interested in sports, so this gives them the
opportunity to be on a team and get some
of the rewards in a different arena," said
Ted Brown, adviser for the team.
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stiD the Best Pizza & Pasta Buffet in
Town•.•
Try it t onight! You'D Agree!
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Watch your favorite shows on our
Big Screen TV while you eat.

Winter Buffet Hours:
Lunch
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Dinner
Sunday - Thursday 4:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Friday- Saturday 4:30 - 9:30 p.m.

we are conveniently located on
Chestnut st.
7 53- 6656

Cardio-Karate takes the
music, excitement and
energy of an aerobics
workout and combines it
with self defense techniques

Experts arecalling
"Cardia-Karate" Classes
the FitnessWave
of the Future.

13' Muscle Toning
13' Ultimate Thigh Burner
!ir #1 Calorie Burning &
Cardiovascular Workout

1413 ouve stvd.

C A L L

Murray
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Welcome Back!

Unleash Your Potential!

Not good with any other
speci al.
Hust present coupon
Exp . 1-31- 98

Hot good with any other
special.
Must present coupon

Super Bowl Blast!

DEMOCRATIC

Exp. 1-31· 98

ESOlU

PARTY
Information &.
Get Acquainted
Meeting

Thursday, Jan. 22
6:30 - 8 p.m.

Duck Horn
Vineyards
Merlot '95
750 ml42.17

TO HELP YOU KEEP THAT
RESOLUTION

Calloway County
Public Library
710 Main St.

THE Y IS OFFERING
MSU STUDENTS A
WEEK FREE!

UBLIC CORDIALL
INVITED

(JANUARY 19- 25TH. .. JS ON THE})
Paid for by :
Calloway County
Democratic Party
Executive ComrnittC>e
Paul Randolph, Treasurer

AEROBICS, NEW TRANSPORT CARDIO
MACHINES, FREE WEIGHTS, TREADMILLS,
STATIONARY BIKES, & MORE.
GOOO FROM
19 - 25, 1998
-------- -JANUARY
---~---------·

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
BRING THIS IN ALONG WITH YOU R
I CURRENT STUDENT 10 Be WORKOUT
I
FOR 1 WEEK AT THEY FOR FREE
NAME:
SCHOOL
ADDRESS:
LOCAL PHONE:

------------------------~
------------------------~

We build strong kids,
strong families, strong communities.

I

we, like Martin Luther King, look forward to a brilliant future,
where everyone enjoys equal rights. If we are to realize his
dream, the future must begin now.
Martin Luther King Day
Jan. 19
l
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Racers take EKU
After a slow start, the
Murray State men's basketball team came back and
improved their record to
15-2 with a 73-63 victory
over Eastern Kentucky
Tuesday night in Richmond.
De'Terl Mayes led the
Racers' balanced scoring
attack with 17 points. Issac
Spencer added 16 and
Chad Townsend contributed 15.
Spencer corralled I I
rebounds to lead the Racers in that category, while
Townsend led the Racers
with six assists.
Eastern was led by forward David Evans with 12
points and six rebounds.
Guard Shane Carnes
dished out seven assists in
the loss.
"I thought it was a great
win. Whenever you ·win
on the road, it is a great
accomplishment,"
said
Head Coach Mark Gottfried.
Even with the consistent
play of Mayes, Spencer and
Townsend, Gottfried was
impressed with the play of
Marvin Gay.
"I thought a lot of guys
played really well:' he said.
"I thought Marvin Gay
played really well, he was a
nice lift."

Mel!.t women face
co nfere nce foes
The Murray State men's
and women's basketball
teams will face Southeast
Missouri at home on Saturday afternoon in Racer
Arena. Then the men will
travel to Austin Peay Jan.
22 to face the Governors.

Nutt assumes
Arkansas post
Houston Nutt left Boise
State after one ye(lr to
take the head coaching
position at the University
of Arkansas. Nutt is succeeding Danny Ford in that
position.

S potLight
De'Te ri Mayes,
Shonta Hunt
De'Teri Mayes and Shonta Hunt are in this week's
Racer Spotlight.
Mayes, a senior from
Montgomery, Ala. scored
19 points in the Racers'
73-63 win over Eastern
Kentucky Tuesday in Richmond.
Hunt, a senior from
Memphis, scored 18 points
in the Lady Racers' loss to
Eastern
Kentucky
Wednesday night in Richmond.

Hustle fY/a.r
AFC woes
The American Football
Conference has not won a
Super Bowl since 1983,
when the Los Angeles
Raiders captured the title.
Denver has never won a
Super Bowl, and Green
Bay has never lost.

-
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lntramurals upcoming
•Intramurals:
High
expectations for Residential College and Greek basketball highlight spring
intramural schedule.

The deadline for basketball
sign-ups is Jan. 22, with coaches meeting on ,January 21 and
22. There will once again be
men's and women's leagues,
with residential college, fraternity/sorority and independent
divisions in each league. The
BY jASON BllLINCSLEY
STAff WRITIR
teams with the best records in
each division will compete in a
The spring semester at Mur- single-elimination tournament
Galray State means different after Spring Break.
things to different people, but limore's only concern is the
for the Intra-Collegiate Sports practicality of having 70 teams
and Recreation office, it means playing on two gym floors. She
it is time to start another sea- hopes to get some use of Racer
Arena again this year.
son of intramural sports.
The other intramural sports
After one of the most successthis
semester include Greek
ful participation rates in recent
bowling,
residential college racmemory, Coordinator of Intraquetball,
Greek racquetball,
Collegiate Sports Sherri Galvolleyball,
soccer,
ultimate frislimore, hopes that even more
bee,
Greek
golf,
RC
golf and RC
students take advantage of
tennis
at
the
end
of
April to finMSU's intramural sports proish
out
the
year.
gram in 1998.
Volleyball will be the last
The first intramural sport of
sport
before Spring Break, with
the spring semester is also the
all
other
sports taking place
most anticipated of the entire
after
that.
year. Basketball looks t.o be
bigger and better than last
Gallimore said that the stuyear, Gallimore said .
dent participation last semesGallimore said 63 teams par- ter was excellent.
ticipated last year, and she
"As far as the number of stuexpects more than 70 teams to dents, it's hard to get an esticompete this year.
mate of the number who par-

To achieve a goal

' ' I expect basketball to be huge
this year. ' '
-8HERRI GALLIMORE,
D IRECTOR,
I NTRA-C OLLEGIATE S PORTS
AND Rl:cREA110N

ticipated, but total team participation was up," Gallimore
said. "I expect basketball to be
huge this year as well as the
number of teams in our other
programs."
Gallimore said everything
was not perfect in the program.
She said there have been some
minor problems with sportsmanship in the games, but that
could be expected with the high
level of competition.
The biggest problem she
found was the lack of tournaments in the soft.bal1 and football seasons. At the mercy of
Mother Nature, the softball
and football tournaments often
fall by the wayside.
Gallimore wishes there could
have been campus champions
in those sports, but hopes the
tournaments can take place
next year.

Oklahoma transfer

JUSTIN
FUENTE
After last year's 7-4 record, the
M urray State football team may
have come upon a player that could
improve their record and return
them to the Division 1-AA playoffs.
However, the new player, Justin
Fuente, will have to vie .for the
starting job, along with fellow
transfer Shayne Stevens, and last
year~ starter Dan Loyd.

Danny Voweii/The News

Aaron Page , sophomo re from Texas lays in two points
during practice last week. The Racers take on South·
east Misso uri at Racer Are na Saturday.

Johnson:
System suits
QB's talents
'

filed a motion with the NCAA to inquire
about not sitting out a year if he had transferred to another Division I-A school. The
motion didn't pass, so tie transferred here.
"(The contact) was initiated by him ," Johnson said. "He and I knew each other from
BY GREG STARK
being at Oklahoma. When I left Oklahoma, I
SPORTS Eonoa
thought that Justin might look to other
opportunities. Justin is more of a drop-back
When Murray State Head Football Coach passer, and they went mQre to an option
Denver Johnson was the defensive line offense."
coach at the University of Oklahoma, he
Johnson said he knew that Justin looked
noticed young quarterback Justin Fuente. uncomfortable in the Sooners' offE'nsive
Fuente was playing in an offensive scheme scheme.
that Johnson felt that he was uncomfortable
"During that year, I knew the system didin, and he thought Fuente might be looking
n't
suit Justin very well,". he said. "What I
for a change.
saw
was that they were evolving from
After a 7-4 season that left the Racers out
Justin's
game. I knew that didn't suit
of the playoffs for the first time in three seaJustin's
talents."
sons, Johnson was contacted by Fuente, who
Johnson said that Fuente's appearance on
was contemplating a change in scenery.
the
Racer roster wilJ help the team.
Transferring to MSU might be ideal for
Fuente, who would have had to sit out a
..It adds an awfully good football player to
year, if he had transferred to another Divi- the mix," Johnson said. "He just wants the
sion I-A school. Now he still has two years of opportunity to play in a system that suits his
eligilbility remaining.
talents. He is not promised a starting posiFuente, a junior from Tulsa, enrolled at tion, but he will be given a fair opportunity
MSU, but before he officially transferred, he to earn a position on the team."

•Football: Justin Fuente, a transfer
from the University of Oklahoma, will
vie for the starting quarterback job
this season.

Quarterback controversy for Johnson?

'
When a man takes
over the
helm of a football team,
whether it be in the college or
pro ranks, there are certain
rites of passage he must
endure or bridges he must
cross. Some of these bridges
include his first win, first loss,
first draft or recruiting class,
first winning season and first
losing season. Another
of
these rites will be presented to
Racers' Head Football Coach
Denver Johnson in a matter of
weeks. Which rite is this you
ask? It's the rite of a battle for
starting quarterback.
When spring practice arrives
later this semester there will
be a three-way horse race for
the starting post. First there
will be the incumbent quarterback Dan Loyd who led the
Racers to a 7-4 record last season. One of Loyd's two competitors for the starting job
will be Shayne Stevens, who
sat out because he had just

•
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Johnson's coaching staff will
make their recommendations,
with Johnson making the final
"{T
( i/1 J.
· k.
decision.
On the outside this may not
seem
to be a difficult decision,
EDDIE
but it is a veritable game of
GRANT
Russian roulette. This decision
could very well determine the
path the team will take as well
- - - - - - - - - -- as have an effect on the team's
transferred from Texas Tech, performance overall.
but becomes eligible this year.
To showcase this point I will
The third competitor is one of use two examples from the
the newest members of the NFL this past year.
Racers, Oklahoma transfer
Prior to the first snap of this
Justin Fuente.
year's NFL season, New York
At spring practice Johnson Giants Head Coach Jim Fessel
will probably give each player had a similar decision to make.
ample time working with the He had to choose between
offense and then evaluate their Dave Brown and Danny
performance. Aside from look- Kanell. Fassel chose Brown.
ing at ability and talent, John- Brown didn't appear to be
son will also decide who works ready and the Giants lost three
the best with the other team of their first four. Then Fassel
members. This will probably decided to give Kanell the
carry over into regular prac- starting job. Kanell stepped
tices this summer and then up and carried his team to the

-
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wild card of the playoffs but against Baltimore to win the
were defeated. If Fassel had game 28-21. Stewart was
chosen Kanell from the start, "Slash" no more and even
it's possible we would be seeing when he made a mistake he
Denver face New York next still exuded confidence. At the
weekend.
end of the regular season the
An example of a good deci- Steelcrs had a record of 12-4.
sion paying off can be seen in Stewart had 11 rushing touchthe Pittsburgh Steelers. Last downs including a 40-yard run.
summer Bill Cowher took a He led the Steelers to their
chance on Kordell Stewart. Up fifth straight playoff appearuntil this time he was only put ance under Cowher. Also, he
under center in third down and got the Steelers to their fourth
goal line situations. This year, AFC championship in five •
however, he was the starter, years. Though they lost, he '
chosen over Mike Tomzack still had a tremendous season
who was relegated to kick- for his first as a pro starter.
holder.
finishing the season ranked
Stewart showed his inexperi- 6th overall among quarterence early and often, as the backs.
Steelers dropped two of their
I feel confident that Johnson
first four and he threw many will make the right decision,
interceptions in the first and have a better year than
halves of most games. But in last season, but time will tell.
the second halves he looked
like a veteran field general, Eddie Grant is the assistant
bringing the Steelers back sport.s editor of The Murray
from as much as a 21·0 deficit State News.

Sports
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U. of Minnesota gets Equestrian
milk as new sponsor consistent
•Finances: The University of Min- Arena.
Future publicity will come from a series ' ' Their goal is to provide
nesota has secured milk as a sponsor
of
individual promotions for the Gophers
for athletic events for the first time
programming and be the
football
team, ticket packages from the
ever.
home of the Gophers.
company and a joint health-related pro-

at MTSU

gram for kids ini.he state.
This rounds out the relaMen's athletics director Mark Dienhart
BY MICHAEL RAND
ttonshtp. ' '
said the money generated from this and all
MINNESOTA D All Y
other sponsorship deals goes toward either
UNIVERSITY Of MINNESOTA
-MARK DIEJ'IHART.
paying off construction debt from Williams
U NIVERSITY OF MINNEsoTA
(U-WIRE) MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. Arena, Mariucci Arena and the Sports
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR
The topic of conversation produced a one- Pavilion or helping to subsidize the womword sentence from Gophers assistant en's athletics department.
Midwest Sports Channel agreed to a 10men's athletics director Pat Forciea:
The revenue from the Land O'Lakes deal year contract with the University to broadis roughly the same as the three-year con- cast Gophers athletics.
"Milk."
That was a concise summary of the tract the University agreed to this summer
MSC signed its first contract with the
three-year, $242,500 sponsorship deal with the St. Paul-based Minnesota BrewUniversity in 1991 and extended that conagreed to Thursday by the Gophers men's ing Co. The University said last month it
tract in 1995. The channel provides teleathletics department and Minnesota-based would prematurely terminate its contract
casts of Gophers football, men's hockey,
dairy supplier Land O'Lakes.
with the makers of Grain Belt beer. Offi- men's and women's basketball, women's
The company has paired up with the cials worried such a relationship sent the
volleyball and other sports.
Gophers on other occasions, but this is the wrong message to students.
In addition to its own telecasts, MSC
first long-term package between the two
Forciea estimated that the men's athletalso
recently began broadcasting additionparties.
ics department will generate sponsorship
al
men's
basketball and football gnmes by
"Partnering with the University is just a revenue between $1.5 million and $2 milgood fit," said Land O'Lakes official Dan lion in 1997-98. He added that the depart- purchasing the rights from the ESPN-Plus
Hanson.
ment has deals with 40 to 50 sponsors system.
The deal i.s effective immediately. For- ranging from gas stations to automakers.
"Their goal is to provide programming
ciea said there are already Land O'Lakes
The Land O'Lakes deal came on the and be the home of the Gophers," Dienhart
signs up at Mariucci Arena and Williams heels of Wednesday's announcement that said. "This rounds out the relationship."
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While most MSU students
spent their holiday vacation
· at home, the Murray State
Equestrian team went to
Middle Tennessee and had
members place high in each
division.
The Equestrian Team Hunt
Seat Show, was held Dec. 18
and 19 at Murfreesboro,
Tenn. In the novice flat division, Kristen Kumiga finished second, with Missy
Sonds, Michelle Francis and
Nat han Smith coming in
third, fifth and sixth respectively.
Members of the MSU
Equine took three of the top
four spots in the walk trot
division. Kellie Scott, Mary
Ellen Prince and Jen Smith
finished first, second and

THE FIT FACTORY
The alternative exercise program!
*No membership fees *No bank drafts
"'Low student rates •$12 per month

*High/low step aerobic classes
*Certified instructors
For more information contact:
Sherri Gibson - owner/instructor
489-2652

Bring thJs ad In for a FRII
Iced tea with buffet!

•
Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Murray State News in cooperation
with LDD, Inc.--Clearly the Best!
To subscribe to WDNet call 1-800-455-1608.

u

-:r Buffet served 7 days a

week.

t OCM» Discount with MSU student J.D.

406 N. 12th St.

Next to
Pizza Hut
759-2348

·COrry-out
available
·COtering
• Gift Certif icates
·Banquet Room

Sunset Boulevard Music
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Si!DD

Any Ca••ette Tapet
clarion·
Your $ #..11l.PINE.

Sunday-Thursday

11 a.m. - 9:30

p.m.

Friday & Saturday

a.m. - 10:30 p.m.

Don't forget to make
The Murray State News a part of your
Spring semester.

Domino's Pizza
Campus Store

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Donns!!l
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.· 6 p.m.
753-0113

s 1 DO

Downtown, 3nl St.
Across from Crass Furniture

Hours;
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fourth respectively.
In intermediate flat, Ariel
Buffman and Danielle Cubberty finished first and second, while Heather Dueitt
and Megan Rossitter finished
fifth and sixth respectively.
Murray scored two first
place finishes in the open flat
division. Staci Rosner and
Becky Reville both finished
first in that division, with
Ella Hakanson and Betsy
Gruca finishing sixth.
In the beginning walk-trot
division, Michelle Alfather
topped the division, with
Robin Tabecs and Lisa Cardwell finishing third and sixth,
respectively.
MSU also placed consistently in the advanced walktrot division, with Kim Rush
and Carrie Dujka finishing
second and third.

Df'f'

Any Compact Dl•ct

Hours:
10 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Monday - Sunday

Expires 1-30
~ ~~ Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation

'-OIIPO" good towant. ~ 01 ~ Pffoed ~only, not Vllld In ~..clan with MY alhW ilpedllla. ct.counte 0t ~-
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Call now to find
out how you can
receive free
Internet Service
for up to six
months!

•
...and et MSU Online bring
the
world
to your fingertips!

~1
Cruising the Internet has never been easier! With MSU Online ~u caa:,no~ Jump on the
Net~ for just $12 a month and a low one-time activation fee of

$10. ¥irif you sign
up now, you'll receive a coupon worth $10* off your Internet bill! All you have to
do is give us a call- imd then the world will be yours.
Plus, you'll get:
• 60* * hours of local access per month
• Free local access from 1a.m. - 6a.m. daily
• Access to e-mail, chat lines and news groups {at no extra charge)
• Free personal home pages***
• High speed X2 internet access {X2 modem required) up to 53.3 kbps at no extra
charge! (Available mid-February, 1998)

So what are vou waitina for?

Ju1np on the Ne1 today!!!

Call 1-800-631-0446 now!

762-4380
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Harvard lacrosse student hit by subway train
lain, said he remembered Fitzpatrick's outstanding performance at school, particularly her
leadership at a community service chapel as a
senior.
"She was an amazing athlete, very smart, very
well-rounded," said Benjamin A. Stingle, who
also attended Trinity. "She was a greal person."
Others recalled Fitzpatrick's humor and
warmth.
"Her giggle still kind of rings in my memory,"
said Roanak V. Desai, another friend who graduated with Fitzpatrick. "I:Ionestly, she's one of
the happiest, funniest people I've met to date."
Friends and College officials expressed dismay
and surprise at Fitzpatrick's death.
"It was a great shock to all of us," said Dowling, who is also Cabot professor of the natural

and had planned to return this spring, according
to Leverett House Senior Tutor Judith Murciano-Goroff.
A New York native who excelled at Manhat(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Annelle tan's Trinity high school, Fitzpatrick was
Fitzpatrick, a member of the 1996-97 women's "hands-down everyone's favorite," according to
lacrosse team and a resident of Leverett House, classmate and long-time friend Julie A. Turner,
died in an apparent suicide on Friday. She was now a sophomore at the Vniversity of Pennsyl19.
vania.
According to police reports, Fitzpatrick was
"She was a wonderful, bright, giggly person,"
struck by a northbound subway train in midTurner
said. "She was the perfect combination of
town Manhattan at about 10:41 p.m.
brains
and
athleticism."
"She was an extremely talented young woman
At Trinity, Fitzpatrick led her school as the
trying bard to fmd her way," said Leverett
House master John E. Dowling. "It is a tragedy popularly-elected president of the Student Senate and league-wide lacrosse star, friends said
ofthe first order."
Fitzpatrick had taken a voluntary leave of yesterday.
absence from the college beginning in November
Rev. Fred H. Johnson Jr., Trinity school chapB Y THE CRIMSON STAFF
HARVARD CRIMSON
H ARVARD U.

Lady Colonels defeat MSU
•Women,s b ask etball: The
MSU Lady Racers recieve
twelfth loss of the season in a
loss on the road.
Bv EDDIE GRANT
AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The woes for the Murray State
Lady Racers continued to abound
this season as they fell to the
Lady Colonels of Eastern Kentucky at Richmond Wednesday
night.
The loss drops Murray to 2-12
for the year and 1-5 in Ohio Valley Conference play. The game
wasn't ful1 of much good news for
Murray as their only lead of the

sciences.
Turner said Fitzpatrick "sounded happy"
when she spoke with her a week before her
death. Fitzpatrick was in Kilington, Vt. on a ski
trip at the time.
She called Fitzpatrick's death very unexpected.
Fitzpatrick is survived by her parents and two
siblings her brother, Thomas, is a senior at Yale
University, and her sister, Erin was recently
admitted to Harvard's class of 2002.
The family held a private funeral service near
its Pennsylvania country home on Monday.
Murciano-GOroff encouraged students to turn
to the College's many resources for assistance in
coping with the tragedy.

Strike force

For the game Murray shot 50
game being a 4-3 advantage over
EKU, less then two minutes into percent from the field and were 0the contest. From that point, the 2 from the three-point arc. They
Lady Racers were just along for were lead by Shonta Hunt who
the ride as they were soon behind bad 18 points and Sarah Higgins
with 17 points.
11-6.
Their opponents, on the other
The biggest lead for the
Colonels came with 7:16 left in hand, had four players to score
the first half when Lap bella Doss double digit totals and as a team
nailed two free throws to give the Lady Colonels shot 52 perEKU a 16-point, 24-8 lead. Mur- cent and went 5-18 from three
ray began to show signs of life as point land.
The Lady Racers next challenge
they fought back to bring the
will come tomorrow at 1 p.m.
score to a 29-19 halftime score.
In the second half, the Lady when they square off against the
Racers sputtered again as the visiting Southeast Missouri State
Lady Colonel lead never dropped- Otahkians in Racer Arena. ·This
below nine. When all was said game will be the first of two
and done, the Lady Racers man- straight home games as they will
aged to make a respectable finish go on to face Eastern Illinois on
Jan. 19.
losing 69-56.

Dixon/The

jacob Carter, a senior Organizationa l Co mmunications major from Hen·
derson, releases the ball as part of a bowling class last week.

Classifieds
...,~,nc~tcr W''JS
• Mandy
1 would hk~< to give ~ ,hout ou1 In
Poc.luitk, lltg Ch~oe1:1h, 1..>1 J, :-lntnriol.b
H I 0 ('; S., and 'RIO OL MOSS PO!iSF. l'P,
UNCLET

Cnngrntula1ion' u> 1he New llrotlwrs ol
Sigma Chr You Guys d1d a g=t job
In Hoc, Todd

GOVEllNMENT fOllECl.OSE.O homr
rrom penni~"' on Sl. Delinquent Tax,
Rcpn·~. REO's Y<>ur Arc:> tnll Free 1-80<}.
21&9000 Ext. H 7'iCJ!I fl>r tl.m<:nl li.'>tln!!'>.

Hom«
unpr<wcm.,nts
Apply
hy
phone/ 2'+·hour approv:1l No ~'I)Utly
r<:<juln:d. Platlnun.' Capit:~l· l· A00·523·
~363/0pcl) 7 tby~ - •
·~NTIQIJE
MARKET l,ZOO exhihiJor
houlh' )Jnuary 24 & )Jnual}· 2S. Momhly
- l"ovemher thnt June Ohio Expo Cent..:~
• <'.olumhu~. Ohio. 1•71. exit 17th Avenue.
<6l·JJ c;69-4LI2.
F.am S7S0.$1SOO/WEEK. RilL'<.' all 1he
mon~-y yc1ur 'tudl:nl 11""-'P n=l.< h)
'P"""''rinl( a VISA fundr..1Lwr em ynur
c;;unpu.' Nu inve<onL'Ill &
little rime
n«ded. 111ere'i! nu ohllg:uinn, :.o why
not l'UII for infomllltton today.
1-tlll0.323·tl4'i4 x9S

""I'Y

TE.'l'TS UFEHOUSE ,

RuoiTl!> for non,,moklnJl fcm'lllle.' 2 hlock.'
from ~";unpu., , All ullhries furnishL'\1.
lJp.,uir... 7'>9-1161

753-070(1
FREE CASH GllA.'O'SI Colle)!~'. Sd l<,>l.lr•'hlp., , liuslnc"-'· Mcdk:~l Rills. Never
Rt-p;ly Toll-Free: l-A00-21R·9000 Ext G·

1·98 Roonmure Male or female, S17'; 1wo
Dedmon~<. h.1rmshed hc:d. nK·e duplux
C/alr+he:ll, no c.kpo."t 767-0676-Alan,
Leave ,\lt!»,.;~ge liO'i A Ridjle\\'OOd Dr.

l'JU:E

PREGNAN~Y

7~

Selud Cars fonn $17S.
Cat.hll:t~>.

Also Jt:t:P.'·

Chevy·~ .

4wo·, ,

J~2lH-9QOO Ext

Por:sdl~<,,

BMW'>, Corv.,ue.s.
Your :m:-.1. Toll F~

A-")Qt:l J'or t1Jrrt:l11

llstlng.s.
GA~H

FOR H0\1F.OWNERS • Crt'tlll [>rc>l>-

lcmli under:<tooc.l. C..oosohd:ue brlls, h<>me
tntprovc:mcol,,, payotl'l~nd .:nntr.l(.'ls. i~ad
tTedit OK A J,r.,~t K<=ntucky lcnder·nllt a
hroker. No aprlicall<·n '""'"" '; dty dn-..
log, We t"Ontc' 10 your home:. l-8AA-2449')08.

MEDICARE RFCTPTEN'P.i an: you liMnS( a
NEBULIZER MACHI"I\ll? :;top paymg lull
price for Albuterol, Atmvenl o:~c. Solulions.
Medle~re wtll pay for 1ho:m. We hill
Meclic:~re for you and ~hlp d/rl;.'<;lly tn y<tur
donr. MF.0-1\-SAVE' l.Jl00.')38-9R49.
"CASH" lmmc!tllate S$ lor <~rut:turt.'tl ,et·
tJcm<.'fll.' .lnc.l dt:ft:ITt'tl Jn,umnce t:btms.
).CO Wt!lliWOnll l·!l!lll-2.31-~jiS_
UQLIIJ WOR.\IERS- are not cre-JI.ed alike:.
All new Hallpy Jack ltqut-Vl\., t.k:lrvcl'>o
active ln)ll'l:d .:nls Wrlh thtl l;tl<.o;;t tcdlllltlc>!IY· AI f;~ml ft:t·d & han.lwarc 'lore.. (Vt.rl

WWW HAPPY)ACKINC.COM).

HOMEOW'lER$1 Ot-bl ConM!lldttionl B<!r·
row S2'i,OOO - SIOO.(JIJO. Too many bilhl

r
J

WOLFF TAI'JIOINC. ll~OS • T~n :u hnme.
l~uy <.hn.'CI ;tnd save! C'.on ul>t:rcml/homo::
uniL' fnm1 .)1')9.00. Low monthly pay·
nwn~' frc.: ~<>lor t"JI.tk>g. C:tll tod:ly l ·
A041-#i2·1~10

FREE COLOR BROCHURE. lnm'i.hhle lake
lot b:tl'l(UIIlS In the !!=t Smoky Mounl!lin.•
of 'E:Lst Tenncs.'ot.'t!. From ;)19,900. Ask
ahouc otT·><.'aM>Il ·'f>t'etals! Call CE ROO-!l61~l'i3, <'Xtt:n.,lon 6102.
YOUI1 DRFAM COM!; TRLIElll Wytllninll
rnndt land. 11~<: Cnwi'K>)' ~I:Ut: Rtvt:r
.tl~ "'""· Private IJ.kc 00 ••~.........., · 52.9,900,
s~oo clown. 5300/mrnth. Owner Onanc•ng C.~ll Boh 1.;HC10·521>-3lR4
lARGE IGUANA l:tpproxunately :1 yt::ulo
old I. I'<><KI. ('U-.tom h111ll ca11e (39"wi<;l..- ~I
112" t.tll ~nc.J 31 112• ckepl and mtsc.-.:ila·

neou.' •upplie$, wtll ;,ell separ:llC. Call
('i021 227-4963.
S\t1MMING POOl. 0~>1ributor mlL-t st:ll
entu'c:' uwentory of nc:w lt:ftnvcr IW7 huJ.,oe
I<)' X :\I ' 0,1) , f:tmily-siz~l pools With ~UO.
dl.-ck, fence IS< filtc:r only SRRI!!! SO down
finan~m~o~' lnst:tliat~<m :mJn~o~•·dl C:tll
I(M) 759-60'\li ask for Chrlsl

.U!I~Kel.dl!
DillVEJi:'fitAtrtEE!> l'ITif)E:Dt Pmhne i>
hrnng <Inver> ln Kentu<·ky, lOam
S(;K)~w~'t'kly•ht'ndit' I~ day CDl tr.tl.n lng with/ ltXY% tuitllln 1\!ilnbut>Ctrk!nl now
:rvnilahlc. 1100-242-7364.
DRNERS • Sk'Cp t-vcry nll(ht. Home every
w~-ekcnd. Sn1g-on honll.'> lOr (jtt:llifred
new lures. l.$00-lllll·!!338.
DRIVER • 1"rtke h<lmc: lTlQI'\!...he honlc!
more. Rtl(:hl h~~ ;ttnp 10 p:ry fl'lcka~e per
Orivl!l" Wage.. h)·
Th.e N:!rlonal Survey
SignPo.o;~. Gr.:-.u horne time. 9'i% no touch.
S<ll()(leam, 48'/53' v;,n nr llarlx'C:I T3lk to
our
drivers.
l-800-467-t>345.
wwv.·. rochi. net.

or

DRIVERS • OTR Orrvcts ni:(...Jed unmedlHome mOSI \l<eekencls. Top mtes
Top ht'ndll (l(ltkage. Yetr-row)(l riden..
40Jktpt:n.,lon .. llonu>e> Major nll.:di~:ll;
opc.ical; dt-rual; P""""ripc.ion =d. Cardinal
rrei~ill Owner OperJtul'l'/Compao}' t>rl·
vcr.. 1-llOOo;W'>-1541- ]~ CI>L·A- EOE.
~rdy

DRIVER • Stu-n up Ul 32ct/mUe • homilieS
With (1SA Truck! laLe-cnoJd, tiSSlgned
mnventiorul with .all:llire communle~
Uon$. I 0,000 mlie/monrh JVCI"Jgt:. Wt!\'kly
pay. lltJ0.237-4<'>42. EOf.. M/1'/HIV.
DRIVERS/OWNER OPERATORS ...!l<: y~rr
own l!Ob.• & choose your own pay, per·
c:ent:lge or mil""~· !IS% no 10och, liber.tl
tnln>fer betwet:n divL"ons & mord ~2JOIN E\1'.
NRW YF.AR':i RR~Ol.UTION. If you :tre not
~>~~lt.-.lied wuh your curren1 ~ureer, (.'011Sidcr j;;JJe; . We are ao c:.tablbh•'Cl Kenlu,ky
<~lrp<>rniiC>n. We ollcr. n<> colt.l callln)l;
unlunu<~d
e-~r111ng.~
J)(>tcnlial, stoc:k
Oflllons: he-.lllh henefiu.. paKI V.lcauons;
auv-Jn~-.:ment opponurutit.·N. Call Grell
7..ahn, 60f>.l99-76'>6
DRIVERS-BAYLOR 1'RUCKJNG. StaniO~t
I'"Y Ui' to S.30/nnle Performance BonlL~
S 03fmlle. Home weekly, Tean~< wdoome. Ownc:r OperJtflffl - 72% smdenlb
wdmmc. t-1!0().322-!>S67 eXtL'Ili>lOn 214.
DRIVERS: EARN $(>-i5.00/WEEK! No experic::nct:? No prohleml C. O.L Tmlning provided - no cc>nlrJct n:qutredl Our 1\cntuc:ky terminals nc=c:c.J trnin<:<'' nowl Call
tO<.L1y, ~~ ~lartc:d rnmnmJw! UI00·616'50S5.

DRIVERS...Own.:r OpemtoN & Company
drivc:rs -Arnold Trni\.,portmlon off<.'f'S exc

.;::,~\V~Rs1 .,...,_

pay 10 qualified Tr:t<tot/Trallcr dm·cN
wilh CI:L"' A COL H:\Zlll:ll. Call I:IOO-fl.l6.·
4~21 .

INEXI'P:IUENCED! Fr= GBL tminin)!

p,,...._...

hin:U h)' ((ll11(l'.tny. Gu.,rJnt•'<l<l jc>h II qwlllit:d Bai<d ou1 ol Y<l\lt ar<":t. SS00-$700

weekly, llenefir.. [Xl<:kUI(<!. l-900-'l~'i-i6!t2,
then dial 200.

NATIONAL DISTRtnliTORS has a )!rt:UI

uppommtty for your drivlnl( futun:! Fnoe
Tr:1ik:r rr.t!nlng, no mOir:l.:t, · no
Kimmtd<s. for more di:utb tlll f!C)()..2882447
ACllON PWMBING till.'\TING & F.I.E<>
TRIC netd' l!ct:n."-'Cl ,,tJvicC' personnel
Call 1-ll00-829·66()<)
Trn~ror

l)RlVER~·ARCnC

NORTHF.R'I 'W'HITE <:.:tf.tr '"~ Home J)i,..
tnhutm~ w.mll.c.J l'n>tt.'i.1CJ lcrrtl<ll)'. ~~~-

lnl!lul:lnJ)dng d..-.tkr ne1wtwk l'c~~nti.1l
<IX ll!lure tnt'<>me. l'an<•ry Jll'l!\:l 11tt:<'
tmtntn)l . factory ro.:p. Gene (~>ol.. ;S.:~U-760.
U·ll!ll.

1'11.1 nMF. ~AU' ro..mol\ ti>r if)dt:,na
Snme '-"'<'m•ghl 1r.wd " 'ttl work "\It of
!he Fr:tnkti1n, KY oll'it:..-. S;~i.uy, mmmi'·
M<m .md ho'"t'flt, Nt:W><f>J[ll-t .tnd <.'Olltpmc:r expen!'r'll"C helpful . Mall '"'umc lt)"
Au 1\ep:utmcru, 101 Ct.n.,,mt.'T Lrnc,
J'r:!nkfon, KY •tO(>(JJ or ft~ Lo 'i02-H7~
l62i

EXPRF.S~

all Oh1<1
;,Loekinx
~;omp:lnylrcwnn:ri & OTR lr:t<1oNr.tiler
driver.. K~'W 1998 p:1y IXttkJgc. MlL'ol
ha"e Cia,..,, A COL wllhlllllzmal. Call DJve
m Uoq al OOI)-92H»31. EOE.

h.1."<:d

1\c:mutky lookmglor <t•~dity uwncr ••r><·r·
atof'o, wo--al n>ont.;i, lrJilcr lc:a><illl! av:>il ·
ablc:. Call J-lllli{-470·.'\H34

cornpany

i>

J)RJVERS, over dte road, :15 .'lWlCS. fiat
wldVSlCies, 1:>11:! model t"nvenuonal 3
ycal'l\ cxp<."fl(.'nt;t!. St:1rt ~ • ..33t nulc +
ht'nenl>. C~ll (RO()I 4-14~
COMPANY ORIVERS & Ownc:r/0pt:J'Ill<11'>il
Help u• cdebr.ut• our 20th .Anruwr.;:uy!
Heanlant.l Exprt.-s• inviteS you tn "hare in
our suca!SII, To Introduce 1,998 we h:J\'t';
New Hea!rh, Den1:1l, & l.ife lnsuran<.-c
pat·kage. Nc:w lsr day nder prc>gr.un. New
incrt3~~t: in Own.,r/Oper.:rtcx p;~y. New
pt!Mnaliz«l f!leo::l m:uta)!emt'nt. N.-....

l'rt:lghilrnc:r Ct'nLuryCI:!S' Convc:ntrnn,li, (\
montl\~ OTR expt"rit:rn:e rt.'CIU•red. Call
now fi>r more informJ.tron l.Jl!JO-i·H-49'i3
DRIVER!OTR -Exp'd cnmJ'I'lMY <Inver<;.
owner Clpt:r.uor.., team., nc<·dc'Cl' Exn:llt:nr
fl'IY• >Upt:nur mile<. t'XCCii<!Tll l~>IJIC time.
!)riVen. with CDL·A cJII llU.; I-Wlll-11U..
DRIVE t:XICI\,ion K'\1S EOP..
DRIVERS All you n<:<:e.l. 111t' l>¢<1 <'QUI(l'
mcnt, p~y. hmo::tlt• and lTlQrt:. Drtwr.•. >Ill·
tknrt< with or without 0Jiht:d exp•:rlenCI.'
C'JII Mehan nowl 1-li00-63S-8l"l6') depan ·
ment J.l\1143.
DRIVER OTR lop rllllc:::o tnp pay lea<kr !n
mtlc;;. fnr fiyc: yt"ti"' nonnin14- Cuverunt
Tr.tn,pc>rr 1·A00-441-43'>4 Experio.:n~.-J
drl\'l:f'. and nwncr opt:l"..tcm. I R00-33Rti428 Graduate :<tudenL~ Bud Meyt:r Re:lhg·
t:rat<.'ci Tru~k line >nl<l tlriV<:J'>o and mn·
tr.tuors J-l!88-M7-372'1.
TRUCKER!>, be yollt own b<>SS t:.'ll:rl>llshed tl11tbed company cxp;mdinll Into

""ACf NOW! I""! ~bane.- 10 reserve ynur

spot fnr ~.PriDK Break! Group Dllcwnts
l:llr. 6 or More. Call LcL,un: tour> lor
"''"'h p,,J,,.., Gannm,j~mJi~1t_ un9 Floric.la
I Hnll·R1P.-Ir2U3
.l.EISl'J{FfOIIRS.n>m
lk"L Hnteb, Lowe'l Prices.
All
Sptin!!HrcA lo<~llions. t·tuntb, C'lflt'lln,
t.'!c:. from $~. r•'ll""" your ~up or tle
nnr C.~mpus Rt:p. lnter-Campuo pro~r11s

"'w"

!i(~}-U7·(>0J j

'MVW.Iq".COI11

:-.prmg B=k R:1hama• P.trty Crui...:! 6

O:lr' ~279' lndudt>s M..-.11.;, Pan1es &
·r.,xc.'<! Gn:al &J~he' & Nighdlle! l.e:lve.>
Ji·om SoUlh Florithr! ~plin~htt"J.kt~Jvel.oom
I ~J-671!-63*>
~pnn)!

Rr<."Jk Pan:.rnu C!Lyl ~y on the
J-k,.Kh nc:ar Ihe be"l h.1r.. $1-191 6 Frt:"
l':tMlt'S & c'over ch~rl!'"
indudt"d!
Da~1nn:t ~ H?
spnn!(l11\.'aktr~vd.cum
I Xi~l·67S-M~Ii

A WONl)f.RfllL 1'.\:\lli.Y cx('>Cricnc;t! ,
Sr:tndrna\'l;m, German, fur<•J•:ln 1 ~""'"

American, A~ian, R'''!'\r.tn t'"xt·h~m~· • ~ ,••
dclU.• altl'11tl10g lr11o1h school . I~'C<>mc a
host lannly/ i\l:ill. Call J-1-i(lO-SJSUNl• .
W\\-'W'.SfRUI\G ORt"';
A flEA I m~111. CANDIJ'U(if rr - 01•1-f,t,h·

ion,..J y.•,•dJrn!l, Sn•"-Y ,~lut>nwirh ot':lr
Gatlinburg. c>l erlonktng river, hnr.'.:-

cll".lwn c.':lmaA<'· c::tl>ln:., j:lniZZI. ordtirl...'<.l
min"1c~ No t~sli w.ut>nR tr.,tnl3nd I·
lllXH4!l-il6?7 CVO\V<;J

A IleAl mFlfl Cl-IAPFI/CHI.JRCH Chr~,l·
~Jn weddin!l. G;lllinhu~·,. rln):tnal lslmt'
1~1). l'i'H•In14r.tphy, mu,it, lln"<'N, lim•'·'·
1''-'t.ltzi '~lllt'', firc:plaw' IJ.J\·c \V.tlk llriLk
Rev .
Ed
T:t) l~tr
l ·lll(l· 346·2771l.
1111 p:/ /WWW/ If.ll Hnl M'rJI' IL>f'lCIS.Lom
'Gn MAI1Rit:l)• SMOKY MOtiN'J',\11\'i.
ar.-;L, "'"'' I)C;'"~utUul ··h:Jf'C.'l'. <'i<"M<~nl
whil~ & c'<'<lar tllOUI1WII1 lOp Lh;tJ'lt'J ,
d1urd1 mmi,td>!, n>tnplt1c •trr.tngt:~l'k·nL'
hont')'ll1<X>n & ll1111il}' t-ahln,, .:omplt:lt'
an-Jngenlt'nl.,, nn t"'L'. l / HIX\-I!'J3·7Z7·t

l'lorkla' ~'~"'' HuL'p<~-South flc:~t.:h Sl~
li;tf'o opt:n 1111 ~an~
Gn:-.u &::lclk-s,
anl\'lltcs, ups.-:1le, w~rrn<.-r ~Jther! Try
<~o•.-o~ llet>fh • Htlton $1'79 DaytOna SH9!
spnn;;h1 t:akltavd.n>lu
!-1!(1().67&h.W•'iC:Un'

n~rJ Hour
~t
The ~lurrn; ~llite
Place your
classified ads
between 12:30
and 1:30 p.m.
every Tuesday for
the rest of the
semester for on~
15¢ per word!!
Offer only good for MSU
students and
organizations.

http ·//www.,mokymtnm~ll tnnVIIlotllf,nl

okeywcd hunl.
A IIEi\UTlfl iL dMpd Wt'dJin)! 10 lht•
Smoky M<>lllllutn' Cr:ulinhu'll·, unlc Log
Chapel. Chotmtillg, r<>m:lnrlc, Hortk"
n:llk;n.tl park. A Jn:"Jllt weddmg tu Ill
your huJgt:t l·liOO-'>'H· I4'\I SCP
WFDDI:-.IG llHI$ IN 11 Ill SMOKI!'S A
unique we:..Jdinl! .-h.ljJC.:l oll.-nng t'VL~Y·
1h1ng for
Sp<•dal o/lcr· ccn,mony. pic
ru=, \'td~·o. Jlow...~ · SilO. (,rvc:: u.' a ~·Jil
l.fltl0·922-20'\l

I"'''-

g..Q
CE"IVTER eO~

would like to announce

Bill Rubenstein. one of the
nation·s leadina exPerts on leaal
issues. Presentins his lecture:

.. Ga!l Rishts:
Equal Riahts. not
SPecial Riehts••
@ 1:30 P.m.
in the Curris Center
on Jan. 22

~'

-:.' ~. ~· j

~;_
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Gamma Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi and Alpha Sigma
Continued from Page 1
Alpha are the four sororities
that have agreed to the new
the sorority houses are in system.
poor condition.
"We are very excited about
-rhe houses are old, and moving to the new location,
they were built for families and it will be a great opportunot large groups of people. We nity for us," Michelle Brooks,
know that this has been hard president of Alpha Gamma
for everyone because nobody Delta, said.
likes change," said Jeanie
Ginny Richerson, PanhelMorgan, Alpha Gamma Delta lenic Advisor, said the new
advisor.
buildings will be a benefit to
•we have to look at the the aorwit)' syatem~
overall picture and make the
"There are not really any
decision that will be most down sides to this plan,• she
beneficial to the sororities,• said. -we hope to create a
she continued. -rhis project is kind of Greek Row situation
not something that we have where we will develop a
just jumped into. The alumni stronger sisterhood atmoshave spent approximately phere between the sororities
three years looking at differ- and expenses will be less for
ent systems and situations. all of the girls.•
We took these ideas and put
The only sorority that has
together one that we thought made the decision not to move
would work for tbi8 Univeni- is Sigma Sipla Sigma
ty."
-we have worked really
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha hard to maintain our bouae

HOUSING

and we take a p-eat deal of
prlde in it," Amy Elliot, president of Sigma Sigma Sigma,
said. "There is a strong emotional attachment to this
house and for ·eome girls it is
a home away from home. We
had to make the decision that
we thought was best for us
right now.•
All of the parties involved
anticipate that the facilities
will be done before the fall
semester. Many of the sorority house leases are scheduled
to expire this summer, and
there· must be a location to
have faD recruitment, formerly known as fall rush.
"We have tentatively set the
dates for fall recruitment to
begin before the school year,"
Richerson said. "Right now
we plan to have the parties
Aug. 19 to Aug. 21. Bid Day
baa been set for Aug. 24. If
the facilitiee are done there
ahoulcl DOt be a problem with
tbeaeclate..•

EXTENSION
Continued froln Page 1

Murray State, unlike Paducah
Community College.
However, both facilities will
have the similar teaching
methods including satellite and
Internet classes.

The Crisp C.Oter is already
providing Paducah atudents
some of the servieee that will
be achieved in Hopkinsville,
but on a smaller scale. ·
Diana BlaiDe, a non-traditional student and mother of
one, is currently taking claaeea
at the Crisp Center.

to-

"'would DOt be able
my
four-year dqiee ._... I
c:ouldn't have driven to Murray
all those nights,• Blaine
explained.
Blaine ie one example or the
many students who benefit
&om claaaee beyond the Mur-.
ray campus.

King birthday events scheduled
23. The · eelebretion ia titled
-ufting the Weight in '98."
For some, Martin Luther
Monday's activities will
King Jr. day is more than just include a lecture by Mn.
a day off from clasaes - it is a Robyn DuDiap of Nuhville in
time to celebrate the life and the Currie Center'• Barkley
death of one man who made a Room at 3 p.m. There will be a
difference.
reception following. A candleThe African-American Stu- light march will begin at 5
dent Support Services/Ethic p.m. and will leave from the
Prorrams, Alpha Phi Alpha Dance Lounge in the Curris
Fraternity and the University Center.
Center Board will hose a weekTueeday, the Rev. Perry Kerlong celebration of Dr. King's ney will lead a Bible study in
accomplishments
Monday, the Currie Center Barkley
Jan. 19 through Friday, Jan. Room at 7 p.m.
STAFF REPORT

Wednesday,

Mr.

Barry

Brown. lecturer of economics
and finance, will present a
workshop on credit card and
debit JIUUUIPIDent. The lee-:
ture will be at 7:00p.m. in the
Currie Center Barkley Room.
Bill Rubenstein will present
a speech titled •Equal Rights,
Not Special Rights" in the Curria Center Ballroom on Thuraday at 7:30 p.m.
The IJlOvie -&oul Foocr' wiU
be Friday's hiahlisht and will
start at 8 p.m. in the Barkley
Room of the Curris Center.

THIS YEAR A LOT OP COLLIGI
SINIORS WILL BE GRADUM1NG
IN10DEBT.

Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
~year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces

Society is becoming even
more complex and
technologically oriented.
'
The master's degree can
provide·the bridge between
higher education and the
professional workplace.

your indebtedness by onethird or$1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you11 earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

ARMY. IIwww.goarmy.com
ALL 1011 CAN 11:

Contact your departmental chair or call the
coordinator ofgtaduate studies at 762-6464
for details on graduate
programs at Mu"q S tate.

OetfP.er-/1? Tle

fir-fer:( P zza./

Would like to

Welcome Back MSU Students! I
MSU Specials
Smalll Topping $4.99
Large 1 Topping $6.98

l

We 11ccept

Store Hours:

MSU
Declining
Balance and
Most Major
Credit Cards.

Sunday ~ Thursday
II - I a.m.

-

Friday - Saturday
II - 2 a.11.

6 6 6 6

